Listing of extra-illustration: Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1827 edition of the *Holy Bible* [[Ex] BS185 1827 .O9e] which belonged to the first Earl of Ancaster, Alberic Drummond Willoughby (1821-1870). Each 51 cm. leaf is inlaid in 68 cm. leaf; 43 watercolor and sepia wash drawings by William Henry Bartlett have been removed from the set and are now housed in the Graphic Arts Collection. Remaining are 9 watercolors by Luigi Mayer, 2 watercolors by F. C. Cooper, 11 unsigned sepia drawings, and 101 lithographs after David Roberts.

Text and plates are unpaginated.

Volume 1

3. Roberts. Jacob’s Well at Thechem. After Genesis Chap. 32. sepia
5. Mayer. *Colonna Appte All’ Inrcolumnio Di Canapo Murata In Una Moschea Psso La Porta Di Rossetto*. After Genesis Chap. 42. color
9. Roberts. *Quay at Suez*. After number 8. sepia
10. Roberts. *Wells of Moses…*. After Exodus Chap. 16. sepia
11. Roberts. *Temple on Gebel Garubie…*. After number 10. sepia
13. Roberts. *Ascent to the Summit of Sinai*. After number 12. sepia
16. Roberts. *Ascent of the Lower Range of Sinai*. After Exodus Chap. 32. sepia
17. Roberts. *Approach to Mount Sinai*. After Numbers Chap. 1. sepia
20. Roberts. *Tomb of Aaron…*. After number 19. sepia
21. Roberts. *Gebil Hor* After Numbers Chap. 33. sepia
22. Roberts. *Jericho*. After Joshua Chap. 6. sepia
27. Roberts. Tomb of Joseph at Shechem. After Judges Chap. 1. sepia
28. Roberts. Askelon. After number 27. sepia
30. Roberts. Mount Tabur from the Plain of Esdraelon. After Judges Chap. 5. sepia
32. Roberts. Gaza. After Judges Chap. 15. sepia
33. Roberts. Ashdod. After I. Samuel Chap. 5. sepia
34. Roberts. Convent of St. Saba. After I. Samuel Chap. 13. sepia
35. Roberts. Hebrun. After II. Samuel Chap. 1. sepia
36. Roberts. Jerusalem, from the Mount of Olives. After II. Samuel Chap. 5. sepia
37. Roberts. Absalom’s Pillar. Valley of Jehoshaphat. After II. Samuel Chap. 18. sepia
38. Roberts. Baalbec. After I. Kings Chap. 9. sepia
39. Roberts. Sabasti, ancient Samaria. After I. Kings Chap. 17. sepia
40. Roberts. Sirepia [?] After number 39. sepia
41. Roberts. Caiphas looking towards Mount Carmel, After I Kings. Chap. 18. sepia
42. Roberts. Convent of St. Catherine with Mount Horeb. After number 41. sepia
44. Roberts. Fortress of Akabah Arabia Pertaea. After II. Kings Chap. 17. sepia
45. Roberts. Isle of Graie Gulf of Akabah – Arabia Petraea. After number 44. sepia
46. Roberts. Jerusalem. After II. Kings Chap. 23. sepia
47. Mayer. L’Obelisco Creduto Di Cleopatra In Piede Con Altro Giacente Dentro Le Mura Di Alessandria. After II. Kings Chap. 25. color
48. Roberts. Baalbec. After II. Chronicles Chap. 7. sepia
49. Roberts. Ruins of the Eastern Portico of the Temple of Baalbec. After number 48. sepia
50. Roberts. Ruins of Baalbec. After number 49. sepia
51. Roberts. Baalbec from the Fountain. After number 50. sepia
52. Roberts. Circular Temple at Baalbec. After number 51. sepia
53. Roberts. Lesser Temple at Baalbec. After number 52. sepia
54. Roberts. Tomb of Zechariah Valley of Jehoshaphat. After II. Chronicles Chap. 24. sepia
56. Roberts. Encampment of Pilgrims, Jericho. After II. Chronicles. Chap. 29. sepia
57. Roberts. Entrance to the Tomb of the Kings, Jerusalem. After II. Chronicles. Chap. 32. sepia
58. Roberts. Fountain of Siloam. Valley of Jehoshaphat. After Nehemiah Chap. 4. sepia

Volume 2.
59. Roberts. Citadel of Jerusalem, without the Walls. After Isaiah Chap. 3. sepia
60. Roberts. Port of Tyre. After Isaiah Chap. 22. sepia
61. Roberts. Petra. After Isaiah Chap. 33. sepia
62. Roberts. Sepulchral Monuments, Petra. After number 61. sepia
63. [No Signature]. Remains of a Bridge at Jerusalem. After Jeremiah Chap. 4. sepia
64. Roberts. Fountain of Job. Valley of Hinmon. After Jeremiah Chap. 7. sepia
65. Roberts. Saida, ancient Sidon. After Jeremiah Chap. 27. sepia
66. Roberts. Petra. After Jeremiah Chap. 49. sepia
67. Roberts. El Deir, Petra. After number 66. sepia
68. Roberts. Tsur, ancient Tyre from the Isthmus. After Ezekiel Chap. 25. sepia
69. Roberts. Citadel of Sidon. After Ezekiel Chap. 27. sepia
70. Mayer. Continvazione Dell’Inrcolumnio O Atrio, Che Da Canopo Veniva in Alessandria. After Ezekiel Chap. 30. color
71. Roberts. Petra. After Ezekiel Chap. 36. sepia
72. Roberts. The Dead Sea. Looking Towards Moab. After Ezekiel Chap. 46. sepia
73. [No Signature]. Plains of Babylon. After Daniel Chap. 4. sepia
74. Roberts. Petra. After Joel Chap. 3. sepia
75. Roberts. Petra, looking South. After number 74. sepia
76. Roberts. Remains of a Triumphant Arch at Petra. After Obadiah Chap. 1. sepia
77. Roberts. Entrance to Petra. After number 76. sepia
78. Roberts. Lower End of the Valley Shewing the Acropolis. After number 77. sepia
79. Cooper. Ruins of Nineveh looking Eastward. After Jonah Chap. 3. color
80. Roberts. Temple called El Knasne, Petra. After Zechariah Chap 14. sepia

Volume 3
81. Roberts. Nazareth, Opposite T.P. Sepia
82. Mayer. Parte Esteriore Della Mura Di Alessandria, Pezzo del Tempo di Cesare, el Obelisco di Cleopatra. After Matthew Chap. 3. color
83. Roberts. Ruins of the Church of St. John, Sebaste. After number 82. sepia
84. Roberts. Descent upon the Valley of the Jordan. After number 83. sepia
85. Roberts. Golden Gate of the Temple Shewing Past the Ancient Walls. After Matthew Chap. 20. sepia
86. Roberts. Jerusalem. After Matthew Chap. 23. sepia
87. Roberts. Sea of Galilee or Cenezareth, looking towards Bashan. After Mark Chap. 1, sepia
88. Roberts. Convent of the Terra-Santa, Nazareth. After Mark Chap. 5. sepia
89. Roberts. Town of Tiberias, looking towards Lebanon. After Mark Chap. 8. sepia
90. Roberts. Bethany. After Mark Chap. 11. sepia
91. Roberts. Ramla, ancient Arimanthea. After Mark Chap. 15. sepia
95. Roberts. Citadel of Jerusalem. After Chap. 22. sepia
97. Roberts. Site of Cana of Galilee. After John Chap. 1. sepia
98. Roberts. Fountain at Cana. After John Chap. 4. sepia
99. Roberts. Jerusalem. After John Chap. 5. sepia
100. Roberts. Tiberias from the Walls – Saffet in the distance. After number 99. sepia
102. Roberts. Lower Pool of Siloam. After John Chap. 9. sepia
103. Roberts. Church of the Holy Sepulchre. After John Chap. 20. sepia
105. Roberts. Sidon. After Acts Chap. 8. sepia
106. Roberts. Beit Jibrin. After number 105. sepia
108. Roberts. Yaffa, ancient Joppa. After number 107. sepia
111. Roberts. Gate of Damascus, Jerusalem. After Acts Chap. 25. sepia
112. Mayer. Rada in Cipro, Che Comprende le Mura di Amatuna, ed il Borgo di Limassol, After Acts Chap. 27. color
114. [No Signature]. Syracuse. After number 113. sepia
115. [No Signature]. Rome. After number 114. sepia
116. Roberts. Tomb of St. James, Valley of Jehoshaphat. After Hebrews Chap. 12. sepia
117. [No Signature]. Ephesus. After Revelation Chap. 1. sepia
118. [No Signature]. Smyrna. After number 117. sepia
119. [No Signature]. Pergamus. After number 118. sepia
120. [No Signature]. Thyatira. After number 119. sepia
121. [No Signature]. Sardis. After number 120. sepia
122. [No Signature]. Philadelphia. After number 121. sepia
123. [No Signature]. Laodicea. After Revelation Chap. 5. sepia